The aim of this note is to give a sharp lower bound for rational approximations to f (2) = TT 2 /6 by using a specific Beukers' integral. Indeed, we will show that n 1 has an irrationality measure less than 6.3489, which improves the earlier result 7.325 announced by D. V. Chudnovsky and G. V. Chudnovsky.
Introduction
After Apery's remarkable irrationality proofs for £(2) and £(3), Beukers [1] gave elegant proofs using the Legendre polynomials L n (x) = (x"(l -x)") (n) /«!. Our aim in this note is to give a sharp lower bound for rational approximations to £(2) = TI 2 /6 using Beukers' double integral Note that the expression for N in the above lemma comes from [1, Lemma 1] . In fact, the rational part in the right-hand side of the formula log(2 + V5) -6/5
Taking more complicated polynomials in (1.1), the above measure (i has been pared down to 10.02979... by Dvornicich and Viola [4] , to 7.552 by Rukhadze [9] , to 7.5252 by the author [6] , to 7.398537 by Rhin and Viola [8] and to 7.325 by Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky [2] . (The measures 7.552 and 7.325 were announced without proofs.)
In this note we consider the following integral f f = JJ
instead of (1.1), which will produce a better irrationality measure of n 2 in the following sense: [3] A note on Beukers' In Section 2 we will study the asymptotic behaviour of |e n | and \a n \. The most essential part of this note is Sections 3 and 4, in which we will show that the denominator of b n is comparatively small; more precisely,
for some large product d n consisting of prime numbers less than 15«. Then Theorem 1.2 will be proved in Section 5.
2.
Estimates of e n and a n From (1.2) it is easily verified that 1 , . , . / ( • * ( ! -* ) ) 1 5 ( y ( l -y ) ) 1 4 \ hm -log | e j = max log I -I .
»->oo n O<A:,><I y (I -xy) 12 ) [4] Since the maximum a of the right-hand side is attained at x = (V6969 -27)/96 and y = (3 V6969 -127)/208, we get
We now estimate \a n \. Since ",
where C and C z are circles centered at z = 0 and w = z with radii r and p respectively, we have
The minimum p of the right-hand side is attained at r = (3V6969 -127)/224 and p = (285 -V6969)/336; therefore we get 
The denominator of b n (I)
In this section we investigate the prime factors p of T n = b n D i6n D\s,, satisfying p < 15n. After fc-fold and (12/i -£)-fold partial integrations with respect to x and v respectively, we obtain, from (1. (I) 2{15<w} < {I2co}; (II) 2{14ft>} < {12ft>}; (III) {2co} + {12co} < 1, {2u>} + {14co} < 1 and2{l5co] < {14co}; (IV) {3<w} + {12(0} < 1, {3co} + {I5oo} < 1 and2{l4«o} < {I5co}.
Then p must divide T n .
The denominator of b n (II)
In this section we investigate prime factors p € (5^/n, \5n) of T n satisfying p 2 \T n . 
A similar argument to that above can be applied to the expression (3.5). By taking
We have thus proved the following LEMMA 4.1. Suppose a prime p e (5y/n, 15«) satisfies one of the following two conditions:
(V) {2(o} + {12(o} > 1, {2a>} + {14w} < 1 W2{15a>} < {14&>}; (VI) {3co} + {12ft)} > 1, {3ft.} + {15ft.} < 1 and 2{14co} < {15co}.
Then p 2 must divide T n .
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let £2i and S2 2 be the sets of co e [0, 1) satisfying one of the conditions stated in Lemma 3.1 (I, II, III or IV) and in Lemma 4.1 (V or VI) respectively. Then it is easily Masayoshi Hata [8] verified that the set £2i consists of the following intervals:
Similarly the set S2 2 consists of the following intervals:
Note that £2 2 C S2i. Putting p: prime for / = 1, 2, it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 that the integer d n = Ai A 2 must divide T n ; that is,
Note that d n is a divisor of £>i 6n D 18n . Then, as in [6, 7] , it follows from the prime number theorem that Then we get limsup -log |K n a n \ < 34 -y + 0 = o, say, and lim -\og\K n e n \ = 3 4 -y +a = -r , say, 
Addendum
Using the birational diffeomorphism r : (0, I) 2 -> (0, I) 2 defined by it follows that the double integral (1.2) can also be written as
The transformation r, satisfying r = r ', was essentially used in Rhin and Viola [8] , although their transformation generates a cyclic group of order 5. The above expression (*) gives us further information about the denominator of b n e Q so that we can obtain 
